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Preface 

Science is often thought to be a neutral discipline. free from the in
fluence of political climate or personal bias. As it has evolved in our 
time, science relics on empirical observation, carefully controlled or at 
least cleansed of circumstances that could color the outcome of es
sentially objective analyses. 

Law and policy. howe\'er, openly reflect cultural values. Law evolves 
not from observation but from precedent based on consensus: we 
agree as a society, represented by our legal system, to hold some things 
permissible, others reprehensible; some things justifiable, others 
blameworthy. 

In the last several decades, with the realization that protection of the 
environment and human health depends on more informed, rigorous 
regulation of pollutants, courts and legislamres have called upon those 
in the environmental sciences to testify about the intricacies of the en
vironment, to warn us about dangers, to evaluate risks and, in effect, to 
help provide the information it takes to make important legal and 
policy decisions. That information is complex and often ambiguous
its meaning often requires interpretation. 

In this way, environmemal science is finding itself at the center of 
political and legal controversies. 1"\ew philosophical and ethical chal
lenges now face scientists, especially those working in the lield of 
ecology, raising difficult questions about scientific impartiality and 
scientific rigor. 

In these pages Mark Sagoff, of the University of Maryland's Center 
for Philosophy and Public Policy, addresses difficult questions raised 
by the role ecologists arc being asked to play. In pursuing these issues, 
Sagoff challenges the philosophical assumptions that underlie our uses 
of science, assumptions abom what kind of world we want to live in and 
what kind ofjustifications we fc~cl we need as we pursue our vision of 
that world. 

This paper is offered as part of the Alarim.' PenjJrctives series pro
duced by the Uni\'crsity of 1\-laryland Sea Grant College. It is hoped 
that this series will stimulate discussion and contribute to a continuing 
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dialogue focused on marine science and affairs. The opinions ex
pressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the University of 
Maryland nor of the National Sea Grant College Program. 

- The Etlitors 



he National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) places 
ecologists in a challenging position as scientists and as citizens. 1 For at 
least a century, public officials have looked to ecology and the envi
ronmental sciences for help in increasing the productivity of the nat
ion's forests, fisheries and farms. NEPA, along with the environmental 
legislation of the 1970s, makes an additional demand. It asks ecologists 
to assist policymakers not only in managing ecosystems for economic 
purposes but also in pmtectiug them. The law calls upon ecology for 
guidance not just to make environments more productive but also to 
protect ecosystems for their intrinsic natural qualities as well. 

It is the burden of this paper to argue that these two tasks, man
agement on the one hand and protection on the other, make rather 
different demands on ecolob')'· Ecologists may apply their science to 
the task of economic management by developing the insights and 
information society needs to manipulate, control, and convert eco
systems to provide more and more of the goods and services upon 
which society depends. Ecologists may then work with entomologists, 
agricultural scientists, biotechnologists, and environmental and civil 
engineers to maximize the long-run benefits nature offers man. 

If ecologists apply their science to the task of environmental protec
tion, on the other hand, they will seek to provide the insights and in
formation society needs not only to intervene in ecosystems effectively, 
but also to understand how these systems function -their important 
evolutionary and biological characteristics - in the absence of inter
vention. Ecologists would then serve policymakers not only by helping 
them achieve given objectives, to increase the profitability of farms and 
fisheries, for example, but also by helping them decide what their 
objectives should be, i.e., what to preserve and why. The way ecology 
develops as a science will depend on which of these tasks ecologists 
emphasize and on how they strike a compromise between a research 
agenda which serves the purpose of management and a research 
agenda which aids environmental protection. 
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Two Tasks of Ecology 
NEPA, to be sure, sees ecology as a science which, like engineering, 

can help us harness nature for the benefit of man. It requires all feder
al agencies, therefore, to "initiate and utilize ecological information in 
the planning and development of resource-oriented projects" in order 
to "auain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment. "2 Y ct 
the Act also envisions ecology to be a science that may help society to 

appreciate ecosystems and to preserve them for what they arc in 
themselves. Thus, the statute seeks to "enrich the understanding 
of ... ecological systems":\ in order to "prevent or eliminate damage to 

the environment" and to "preserve important ... natural aspects of 
our national heritage."" 

NEPA is typical of the many environmental statutes which followed 
it during the I 970s. Not one of these laws, as far as I know, calls simply 
for efficiency in the management of natural resources. The legislation 
of which I am aware not only seeks to enhance the economic utility of 
the environment but also seeks to identify the intrinsic natural qualities 
of ecosystems and asserts society's interest in protecting those qualities. 

The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, for example, avoids 
the concept of an "optimal sustained yield" by invoking the concept of 
an "optimal sustainable population" instead.5 Even if this concept has 
no ecological meaning, its use suggests that Congress regards sea 
otters, seals, porpoises, and whales not just as "resources" to be 
"harvested" but as fellow creatures, the biological integrity of whose 
communities we are to appreciate and respect. 

Other environmental laws speak of the "health" and "balance" of 
ecosystems and leave to environmental scientists the task of defining or 
explaining these normative concepts in ecological terms. The Marine 
Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, for example, com
mits the nation to preserve the "health of the oceans."6 The Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act of the same year, to cite another example, 
requires polluters to demonstrate that their effluents meet standards 
that "assure the protection and propagation of a balanced indigenous 
population of shellfish, fish and wildlife. "7 

What I wish to emphasize is that the ecological sciences may be 
applied either to provide products or to protect processes. Let me 
explain. First, ecologists may apply their science to maximize the 
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long-run production of goods and services which consumers demand, 
industry needs, and nature provides or may be made to provide if 
manipulated in appropriate ways. Second, ecologists may apply their 
science to maintain or restore the "natural" processes by which ecosys
tems function or which we would find in living systems ifthey were rel
atively undisturbed. I know that there are probably no completely 
"natural" ecosystems left in the United States or in Europe; indeed, it is 
probably imposible to determine counterfactually what such systems 
would now be like; but it is a matter of degree. The factory methods by 
which rainbow trout are produced in vats in Idaho are quite different 
from the "natural" processes by which these fish grow in wilderness 
streams. One may not be able to distinguish the products by look or 
taste; the processes, however, arc hardly the same. 

Insofar as we arc concerned only with the products and not with the 
processes of nature, then we may regard the "health" and "well-being" 
of ecosystems not as ends or values in themselves, but only as means to 
ends, namely, to support or promote the health and welfare of human 
beings. If so, then ecologists could define the "healthy" ecosystem as 
one that is healthful for human beings or one that efficiently produces 
the goods and services upon which human beings depend. Ecologists 
would then not be concerned with threats to the "health" or "welfare" 
of ecosystems except insofar as these may be construed as indirect 
threats to the health and welfare of human beings. Accordingly, they 
may define the "health" or "well-being" of nature in terms of the health 
and well-being of man. 

We may be concerned with protecting the processes of nature not 
merely for the sake of securing certain products, however, but because 
we regard living ecological systems with admiration, wonder and 
respect. We esteem these systems for their history, their beauty, their 
complexity, and the aesthetic and cultural significance they have for 
us. We take pride in preserving them, and our efforts show that we 
care not only about our welfare, but about the "health" and "welfare" 
of our natural heritage as well. Accordingly, society asks ecologists for 
help in understanding or defining the "health" and "welfare" of 
nature independently of the health and welfare of man. 

Love, respect, reverence for nature- these are human values, to be 
sure, but they are not necessarily based on a concern with human 
welfare. Rather, they reflect an ethical concern with the intrinsic 
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well-being of the environment or with the health, welfare and integrity 
of ecosystems considered apart from and defined independently of the 
needs and uses of human beings. 

Ecologists may employ their science in the service of these non
commodity or non-utilitarian values by helping society to recognize the 
qualities of natural systems which are worthy of love and admiration 
and which should be preserved, as it were, because of their place in our 
natural and evolutionary heritage. These qualities may include the 
age, diversity, richness, complexity, authenticity, productivity, 
uniqueness or other properties of particular ecosystems. Ecologists 
would then help society to assess, mitigate or prevent risks to the health 
and welfare of ecosystems and not simply to the health and welfare of 
human beings. 

An Illustration 

In order to illustrate the differences between these two tasks of 
ecology, let us consider a particular environmental problem, for ex
ample, the decline of rockfish (striped bass) populations in the 
Chesapeake Bay. We might view this as a problem of environmental 
management, a problem, in other words, in maintaining or improving 
the economic output of the Bay. We might regard the decline of 
rockfish, on the other hand, as an indicator of ecological "damage" to 

the Bay, a disruption of a "natural" balance. In that event, we may call 
on ecologists to determine to what extent the health of the Bay is 
threatened and how society should respond to that threat. 

Ecologists who apply their science to the task of increasing the eco
nomic output of the Bay may look over their shoulders, as it wen:. at 
the successes of the agricultural sciences. Farmers have introduced all 
kinds of technologies in order to make the fields and prairies of 
America capable of feeding vast populations. Why not imroduce 
similar technological innovations to manage the production of aqua
cultural crops in the waters of America as well? Ecologists today are 
working with other scientists in developing technologies to increase the 
production of harvestable species in estuaries like the Chesapeake. 
They are learning how to control and even to replace natural with 
artificial environments for the production of aquacultural crops.8 
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The methods of factory farming, which Frank Perdue and other 
poultry growers usc successfully to manufacture chickens on Mary
land's Eastern Shore, for example, may be applied, mutatis mutandis, to 

the manufacture of rockfish in the nearby Bay. The day may come 
when the Chesapeake is divided by concrete weirs into neat aquacul
tural plots; ecologists may then write computer programs to manage 
the production of crabs, oysters and other "fine•·" foods insofar as 
there is a market for them. They may even create new species by 
recombining genes or they may culture edible tissues in vitro. mean
while the main channel of the Bay could be utilized efficiently as sewer 
and liquid highway. 

We can view the decline of rockfish populations, on the other hand, 
not only in the context of economic productivity but also in the context 
of environmental protection. We might be concerned about rockfish. 
then, not as crops but as ecological indicators; we may fear that the 
decline in their numbers suggests a decline in the "health" of the Bay. 
Taking that approach, ecologists might seck ways not necessarily to 
maximize the production of rockfish bm to abate or mitigate the an
thropogenic causes of their decline. Ecologists might discover, of 
course, that the decline is a perfectly natural phenomenon having no 
anthropogenic causes. In that event, they may argue that the absence 
of bass may be less of a "problem" than feared, since it may not indicate 
a general threat to the "health" or the "integrity" of the environment. 

Many writers on environmental issues would contest the sharp dis
tinction I have drawn between the goals of environmental man
agement and the goals of environmental protection. These writers 
argue that an efficient way to maintain or to increase the supply of the 
goods and services nature offers man is to protect ecosystems from 
pollution and from other anthropogenic changes and threats.u I do not 
believe this. I believe that advances in biotechnology will allow us more 
and more to substitute artificial for natural means of production and to 
become less and less economically dependent on the namral function
ing of ecosystems. A general policy of environmental protection 
cannot be justified simply on economic and prudential grounds; it 
must also be justified by our sense of social pride and national self
respect. We value the "health" and "integrity" of natural ecosystems 
because these command our love and admiration. It is not simply to 
protect human health or to satisfy consumer demand. 
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Those who believe that we should preserve the natural environment 
for economic or prudential reasons sometimes warn that we arc court
ing disaster- an "ecocide" of some sort- if we do not protect the nat
ural environment. 111 Some of the arguments used to support these 
warnings are doubtful- for example, the view that climax ecosystems, 
including tropical rain forests, should be protected because they con
tribute to the net global supply of oxygen. 11 I do not mean to suggest 
that there are no limits beyond which we cannot go in destroying eco
systems with impunity. I contend only that the limits are often hard to 

define and defend and that some of the most popular prudential ar
guments for protecting the natural environment are unsound. 

In the following pages I shall review two utilitarian arguments which 
have deeply influenced public opinion and public policy in favor of 
environmental protection. The first, the proposal that estuarine 
marshes support coastal fisheries, led to the protection of wetlands on 
both coasts and in the Great Lakes. The second, advocating a sys
tematic connection between the diversity and stability of ecosystems, 
seems to have been largely responsible for the passage of the 
Endangered Species Act and is cited time and time again in the history 
of environmental legislation. Yet some question whether these are ten
able arguments or simply wishful thinking combined with speculative 
rather than empirical science. 

The "Outwelling" Hypothesis 

In his 1982 presidential address to the Ecological Society of Ameri
ca, Arthur Cooper states that "the most direct example of ecological 
influence on public policy is the role that our findings about coastal and 
estuarine systems played in stimulating the development of national 
and state programs of coastal zone management." Cooper continues: 

Ecologists, first at the University of Georgia and later at 
other institutions during the 1960s and early 1970s. dis
covered that coastal wetlands support high levels of both 
primary and secondary production. These disco\'eries 
formed the basis for most state legislation aimed at protec
tion of coastal wetlands .... I:.! 

The research Cooper mentions was, indeed, influential; as he 
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suggests, a better example of the influence of ecology on public policy 
may not exist. Yet these "findings," as Cooper calls them, were not put 
forward originally as such; rather, they were presented as guesses or as 
hypotheses worthy of further research. 

In 1962, John Teal published a well-known paper summari7.ing a 
number of studies of various aspects of a salt marsh ecosystem at 
Sapelo Island, Georgia. The paper attracted attention, however, 
because of a conjecture or hypothesis Teal stated at the end- one un
confirmed by any smdies - that "the tides remove 45 per cent of the 
(nutrient) production before marsh consumers have a chance to usc it 
and in so doing permit the estuaries to support an abundance of an
imals."13 

Seven years later,john and Mildred Teal published Lifemul Death of 

the Salt Marsh, a line study in natural history. The book is dedicated to 
"conservation-minded groups for their efforts in preserving salt 
marshes." 14 The Teals beautifully describe and explain the life cycle 
of salt marshes and of the species that inhabit them; they make it clear 
that a self-respecting political community would go out of its way to 
protect such environments. The Teals, however, did not stop at a 
non-instrumental argument. They also proposed that marshes arc 
"necessary to the preservation of fisheries" and thus should be pro
tected for an important economic value as well. 15 

At about the same time, E.J>. Odum introduced the term "outwell
ing" to describe the tidal flux of nutrients from salt marshes into es
tuarine systems. Odum asserted that most fertile coastal areas capable 
of supporting large fisheries result either from the "upwelling" of 
nutrients from the sea or 

from the "outwelling" of nutrients and organic detritus 
from shallow-water nutrient traps such as ... salt marshes. 
The importance of (salt marshes) as "primary production 
pumps" that "feed" large a.reas of a<Uaccnt waters has only 
been recently recogni;r.cd. 1

" 

Odum stated this idea simply as a hypothesis; he included no data 
showing it to be true. The thesis, indeed, at least seems contradictory 
on its face, since, if salt marshes are nutrient traps (as he and others 
describe them), it is hard to sec how they could also be nutrient source.~. 
Of course more recent research has shown that marshes may export 
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and import different forms of nutrients at different times, but the 
point is that ecologists' claims were made prior to the gathering of suf
ficient empirical evidence on the complex behavior of nutrients in 
marshes- and, in a sense, the jury is still out on net impacts of nutrient 
cycling by marshes and other wetlands. Odum did summarize 
measurements that show that phytoplankton production off Sapelo 
Island was high. He did not demonstrate any connection, however, 
between this productivity, fish recruitment, and outwelling from tidal 
marshes. 

Scott Nixon, an ecologist at the University of Rhode Island, notes 
that the first measurements of the flux of organic matter from salt 
marshes over an annual cycle did not become available until 1974, six 
years after Odum's paper. These measurements and others tended to 
disconfirm the "outwelling" hypothesis, even in respect to the Sapelo 
marshes in Georgia. "Yet, until very recently," Nixon writes, "the con
cept of 'outwelling' was taken for granted by ecolobrists. It was often 
taught as 'gospel' in basic courses, and it formed a cornerstone of many 
arguments in favor of salt marsh conservation." 17 

The story becomes slightly more complex because, at about this 
time, the public grew concerned about eutrophication caused by the 
abundance of nutrients, especially phosphorus, in aquatic systems. 
The very forms of detritus for the sake of which salt marshes were 
being protected seemed to overload estuarine systems by depleting 
oxygen and preventing the penetration of light. 

Literature soon appeared in ecological journals concluding that salt 
marshes act as "sinks" or "filters" for these nutrients. 18 Cost-benefit 
analyses assigned a shadow price per acre to marshes for both absorbing 
and outwelling phosphates and other nutrients. 19 

Scott Nixon, after cataloguing these contradictions, points out that 
marshes cannot be valuable because they both absorb and outwcll 
nutrients. He notes that George Orwell defined "doublethink" as "the 
power of holding two contradictory beliefs in one's mind simulta
neously, and accepting both of them."20 

In the past few years, a number of studies have been performed to 

determine the extent to which salt marshes are "primary production 
pumps" of nutrients needed to support coastal fisheries. Reviewing 
studies of the Georgia coast, Evelyn Haines of the University of Geor
gia Marine Institute concludes, "the current ruling theory, or para-
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digm, of material exchanges between salt marshes and coastal 
waters ... is now being seriously challengcd."21 

The upshot of this research seems to be that no general hypothesis 
can yet be confirmed concerning the nutrient function of salt marshes 
in estuarine systems. Yet very significant efforts to protect marshes 
have been based in part on the presumption of such a hypothesis. 
Should ecologists have been more reticent or more tentative in claim
ing generalizable results from localized research in spite of policy
makers' demands for such generalizations? Should ecologists support 
a questionable hypothesis - as happened in this instance - if they 
believe strongly that it will justify the "right" public decision? 

We shall consider these ethical questions after discussion of another 
attempt to justify environmental protection on utilitarian grounds. 

The Stability/Diversity Hypothesis 

Of all the utilitarian arguments put forward for environmental pro
tection, the stability-diversity argument has remained among the most 
general and the most influential. Senator Tunney, for example, argu
ing for the Endangered Species Act, told Congress in 1973: 

(t)o allow the extinction of an animal is ecologically, 
economically, and ethically unsound. Each species provides 
a ser\'ice to the environment; each species is a part of an 
immensely complicated ecological organization, the stability 
of which rests on the health of its components.22 

This passage reflects a view popularized by Barry Commoner a year 
earlier, which stated that: 

the more complex an ecosystem, the more successfully it can 
resist a stress .... Like a net, in which each knot is con
nected to others by several strands, such a fabric can resist 
collapse better than a simple, unbranched circle of threads
which if cut anywhere breaks down as a whole.2:

1 

R.H. MacArthur proposed in 1955 the possibility that an index of 
trophic diversity might be correlated with and provide a measure of 
community stability.:N This conjectural relationship was taken up by 
G.E. Hutchinson, in 1959, in a fascinating and beautifully written 
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paper, in which he argues that the relationship between trophic di
versity and stability has an evolutionary dimension, since stable com
munities will outlast unstable ones, and thus diversity will increase over 
evolutionary time. 25 These suggestions were further elaborated by a 
number of theoretical ecologists with the result, according to Daniel 
Goodman, that "there came to exist a coherent and aesthetically pleas
ing body of theory which predicts that complex trophic systems will be 
more stable than simple ones, or, in general, that more diverse com
munities will be more stable than less diverse ones ... :w 

The intuitive and ideological appeal of the stability-diversity hy
pothesis led to a major Brookhaven Symposium in its honor in 1969; 
however, the hypothesis was already beginning to succumb to a variety 
of observational and theoretical objections. Salt marshes, which we 
have mentioned, arc comparatively simple in species composition; 
they are very stable but not very diverse ecosystems. The rocky inter
tidal, as Paine pointed out, is onC' of the most species-rich and diverse 
natural systems, yet is easily perturbed by a single change in its species 
composition. 27 

Empirical refutations of this sort quickly multiplied; devastating 
mathematical and theoretical objections followed. May and Levins, for 
example, adduced a number of mathematical models to show that in
creasing the complexity of model systems (i.e., the number of connect
ing links) increases the probability of instability, exactly the reverse of 
Commoner's intuitive claim.211 More recently, Connell has argued that 
greatest stability is often found at an intermediate level of diversity, 
and this remains a tenable position.2!' 

Daniel Goodman, reviewing the literature in 1975, concludes that 
no good case can be made for stability-diversity models in ecology. 
They may best be understood as hold-overs from the Renaissance faith 
in the Great Chain of Being coupled with the more general conviction 
that nature does nothing in vain.:10 Thomas Zaret, reviewing the 
literature in 1984, is somewhat more charitable. He says, "scientists are 
still very much interested in the relationship, or more appropriately, in 
the presumed or hoped-for or wished-for relationship, between di
versity and stability of biological communities.":11 

Should ecologists downplay or reject utilitarian arguments for pres
ervation which few, if any, trust? Scott Nixon, for one, has cautioned 
the scientific community not to risk its objectivity even to win the 
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"battle" to preserve natural environments. Nixon acknowledges that 
scientific support for the "outwelling" hypothesis was useful in gaining 
time for wetland preservation. But he admonishes that science "is a 
social enterprise we communicate through the scientific literature, and 
and we must do nothing to undermine the integrity of that com
munication."32 Nixon urges ecologists to get their science right even at 

the risk of losing a political battle. "It is a bad bargain to trade our 
credibility for political advantage ... :i:i 

Goodman suggests a different course. In an "Environmental 
Postscript" to his review of the stability-diversity theory, he notes: 

The diversity-stability hypothesis has been trotted out time 
and time again as an argument for various preservationist 
and environmentalist policies. It has seemed to offer an easy 
way to refute the charge that these policies represent noth
ing more than the subjective preferences of some minority 
constituencies. The burden of evidence subsumed in this 
review indicates that this particular defense will not be possi
ble much longer, since continued scientific support lor an 
untenable theory would become an embarrassment to that 
spirit of detached empirical sobriety which so often is held 
up as an ideal of scientific comportment.:"' 

Yet, instead of insisting that ecologists publicly retract the hypothe
sis, Goodman observes that it "is the sort of thing people like, and want, 
to believe."35 So why not let them bclie\·e it? Goodman looks forward to 

the time, now approaching, that "the essential imagery of this once
scientific hypothesis will recede to a revered position in the popular 
environmental ethic, where it will doubtless do much good ... :iH 

A Dilemma in Ecology 

So far, I have described two pmdcntial or utilitarian arguments for 
protecting natural ecosystems from pollution and other forms of an
thropogenic damage. The scientific bases lor these arguments arc as 
yet unconfirmed. There are other examples of the same sort of thing. 
Many environmentalists have argued, for example, that persistent 
pollutams, such as DDT and PCBs, concentrate and accumulate along 
food chains. According to this speculation, which provided a widely 
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accepted argument for prohibiting persistent organochlorine insecti
cides in the environmem, the mass of these pollutants is conserved as it 
passes along the food chain, so that concentrations increase. This idea, 
like the outwelling hypothesis, was first put forward tematively as a 
hypothesis and then became widely accepted without experimental 
confirmation.37 Indeed, on the basis of experiments which have now 
been done, it is fair to say the idea is questionable at best.:18 

Tropical rain forests may not contribute net oxygen to the 
atmosphere, marshes have not been shown convincingly to be strong 
factors in estuarine production, "it is time to drop the diversity-stability 
hypothesis from the ecologist's repertoirc,"3

!
1 and organochlorine 

pesticides do not generally biomagnify along the food chain: what, 
then, is a conscientious environmentalist to do? Ecologists, insofar as 
they are sympathetic to the national goal of environmental protection, 
find themselves in a dilemma. On the one hand, they may decry in
fluential arguments that remain unproved, as Scott Nixon recom
mends, even though they lose many of the most effective prudential 
reasons for preserving ecosystems. On the other hand, they can quietly 
go about perfecting their technical models while allowing bogus ar
guments such as these to biomagnify along the chain of popular 
ecology and public policy, where they "will doubtless do much good." 

There is an easy and obvious way out of this dilemma. It is for envi
ronmentalists, including those scientists who favor environmental 
protection, to recognize that society, as it expresses itself in legislation, 
protects the natural environment for more than economic and 
prudential reasons. The reasons arc also ethical, cultural and aes
thetic. An estuary like the Chesapeake is a way of life for those who 
depend on and care about it; it has a history which is part and parcel of 
our national history; we wish to protect it as we would protect any 
aspect of our character, personality and heritage of which we arc 
proud. It does not really matter whether salt marshes in general do or 
do not function as sources or as sinks for nutrients essential to coastal 
fisheries. What matters is that salt marshes-asjohn and Mildred Teal 
have brilliantly shown- have a life and death that reflect aesthetically 
and ethically on our own. 

Environmental scientists who favor the prmection of ecosystems, 
however, may be reluctalll to appeal to ethical and aesthetic argu
ments. First, they may fear that policymakcrs will respond only to ceo-
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nomic and prudential considerations. This fear too often becomes a 
self-fulfilling prophecy and would not be justified othenvise. The 
reauthorization of the Endangered Species Act, an ethical law which 
makes little economic sense, encountered no serious difficulty even 
during the Reagan years. The law remains popular because people 
believe we owe more to nature than to drive species into extinction. 
People hardly believe that society will someday find a use for 
endangered species like the Colorado squawfish or the Indiana bat. 

When I discuss the Endangered Species Act with environmentalists, 
however, they rarely cite the ethical reasons which, in fact, justify it. 
Instead, they often contend that we should save each and every species 
in its habitat because diversity maintains stability and, besides, you 
never know when you will need those genes.40 They then cite some 
"lowly" organism which has done humanity much good. My Aunt Till
ie used the same argument for saving everything in her "you never 
know" drawer against the day when she might need it. She eventually 
had no room for herself. The argument that prudence requires us to 
save every species, no matter how improbable its economic value and 
how costly it is to maintain, substitutes an incredible utilitarian jus
tification for sound and substantial moral arguments. h is a counsel of 
despair. 

Second, ecologists may believe that as scientists they cannot de
liberate over ends but only means to ends. They recognize that they act 
as scientists when they provide the information society needs to achieve 
the goals and purposes of environmental policy. They may worry, 
however, that they do not act as scientists but only as citizens when they 
help society to define those goals and purposes. The ecologist is 
cautioned, then, that in his role as scientist, he should be "as objective 
as possible ... in supplying predictions of the potential impact of a 
project on an ecosystem .... "41 In his political role, "the role of 
recommending as to the acceptability of the predicted impact, the 
ecologist should recognize that he is speaking as a citizen-professional 
and that his recommendations inevitably reflect his own value 
system."42 

This advice assumes correctly that the choice of overall goals for 
environmental policy requires political not simply scientific judgment. 
Once the political decision has been made, however, the scientist has a 
role in interpreting as well as in implementing that judgment. If the 
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goal of environmental policy were to maximize the long-run mility of 
the resource base, for example, then resource economists would an
alyze or interpret this goal- they would fill out its meaning for pol
icymakers- as well as provide suggestions as to how to achieve it. Since 
the political decision went a different way, since it calls for the protec
tion of the "health" and "integrity" of the environment, it gives 
ecologists and other environmental scientists the task of helping society 
to interpret as well as to achieve these objectives. In this sense, the 
ecologist is responsible not only to assess risks to the "healthy" 
functioning of ecosystems, but also to advise society on the acceptabil
ity of those risks. 

An Analogy 

The thesis I have presented may be clarified by an analogy between 
ecology and medicine. Occasionally a doctor will prescribe a drug not 
for a health-related purpose but to help a person exceed his or her 
"natural" capacities, for example, to stay up several nights to study for 
an exam or to run a marathon without feeling pain. We do not believe 
that the primary purpose of medical science, however, is to change the 
normal healthy functioning of a person's body in order to allow that 
person to do abnormal or extraordinary things. We think that the pri
mary purpose of medicine is to maimain or restore normal health by 
preventing illness or curing disease. 

Likewise, ecological science can show us how to manipulate 
biological systems in order to make them do extraordinary things. We 
might suppose, however, that the role of ecological science is not only 
to intervene imo healthy ecosystems to make them economically more 
valuable or efficient. It is also to maintain and restore the normal 
health or normal functional capacity of these systems by preventing ill
ness and curing disease. 

It is the logical characteristic of the concept of "health" and of 
related concepts of medical goodness (such as "normal" or "natural") 
that they are privative concepts, which is to say, are defined in terms of 
their opposites.43 The medically bad, in the sense of illness, malfunc
tion and disease, is logically primary to the medically good. Accord
ingly, ecologists should not seek to define the "health" and the "integ-
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rity" of biological systems as if these were posJtJvc, measurable 
qualities. Rather, what is to be measured, quantified or defined is var
ious kinds of environmental i11jury, insult and distress. 

We are now in a position to sec that ecology can be legitimately 
applied to achieve both an instrumental and a non-instrumental good. 
An instrumental good is always good for a purpose: for example, a 
forest might be "good" in an instrumental sense ifit is a good producer 
of timber. That conception of good is positive; the contrary. a "poor" 
forest, would be prh•ative, in that it has less of or lacks the desirable 
property. The positive is logically prior to the privative with respect to 
the instrumental good. 

With respect to a good like biological "health" or "integrity," how
ever, the basis of definition is different. In restoring an estuary or a 
forest to good health, the ecologist docs not necessarily make it good 
for any purpose; he or she does not necessarily make it more valuable 
from an economic or utilitarian point of view. Rather, he cures the 
environmental system of some undesirable change or removes some 
impediment to its normal functioning; for example, he may try to 
mitigate the impact of some project on an ecosystem. The "bad" thing 
-illness or disease- is identified as bad; the good in question, envi
ronmental health, is defined as the absence of the "bad." The privative 
is logically primary to the positive with respect to this non instrumental 
conception of the good. 

When ecologists apply their science to understand the health and 
integrity of ecosystems, they seek to prevent, mitigate or cure the 
illnesses and diseases which may affect the normal functioning of these 
systems. Ecologists must identify these illnesses and assaults and lind 
ways to counteract or prevent them, just as doctors have this responsi
bility for human beings. Practical problems may prevent ecologists 
from pursuing this task, but there are no credible logical or philoso
phical impediments. Healing is a perfectly legitimate task f(n· ecology 
as a science. 

Two Roles of Ecology 

Richard Rorty has proposed that there are two criteria we might 
apply to the vocabulary used .within a science: 
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l. It should contain descriptions of situations which facilitate pre
diction and control; 

2. It should contain descriptions which help one decide what to 
do:14 

These criteria are not mutually exclusive, but they describe tasks 
which a given conceptual approach or terminology might not perform 
equally well. Rorty offers psychology as an example of a science di
vided between a terminology intended to facilitate the prediction and 
control of human behavior and a terminology intended to promote 
mental health and help people decide what to do. Analogous divisions 
may be seen in sociology, anthropology and other sciences.45 

Consider psychology. According to B.F. Skinner, a leading psy
chologist of the behaviorist school, the "scientific analysis of behavior 
must ... assume that a person's behavior is controlled by his genetic 
and environmental histories rather than by the person himself as an 
initiating, creative agent .... "46 In order to explain behavior, as 
Skinner argues, one must identify the variables that comrol and cause 
it and then describe a general rule or "dynamic law" that relates these 
variables to the behavior they arc then said to determine. The law can 
be confirmed or disconfirmed by experiments which test predictions 
based upon it. These "dynamic" or "covering" laws, by allowing the 
scientist to predict behavior under certain conditions, also allow the 
sciemisr to manipulate and comrol that behavior. Knowledge is power. 

Skinner understands that human behavior in ordinary life will have 
such complex causes that it will be harder to predict than behavior 
elicited under laboratory conditions. He argues (ecologists could make 
the same point about the systems they study) that "we cannot predict or 
comrol human behavior in daily life with the same precision obtained 
in the laboratory, but we can nevertheless usc results from the labora
tory to interpret behavior elscwhere.''"17 

Skinnerian psychology has been challenged in part because most of 
us do not believe in manipulating, controlling and managing human 
behavior (except in extreme instances) to ser\'c ends determined by the 
government or by some other authority. We prefer a psychology in
tended to give people not power over each other so much as power 
over themselves. This is a medical or therapeutic conception of psy
chological sciences; it strives not to manipulate and comrol the human 
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mind but to cure it of illness and dis ease. This therapeutic approach 
would succeed precisely by achieving what the behaviorist approach 
rules om, namely, self-control and moral responsibility. 

Both the behaviorist and the therapeutic approaches in psychology 
may be "objective" or "scientific"; they differ not in their &tatus as 
sciences, but in the goals they seck to achieve. Given our ethical view of 
how people arc to be treated, we arc attracted to a science that can help 
us respect one another as persons and act within, not beyond, the con
cepts of freedom and dignity, good and evil, right and wrong. Accord
ingly, we may prefer the conceptual approach because we prefer the 
goal of therapeutic rather than behavioral psychology. 

The analogy with ecology should be clear. If we assume that the goal 
of ecology is to permit society to manipulate and control ecosystems to 
serve utilitarian ends, then we shall prefer one conceptual framework 
to another and we might even signal this preference by saying it is 
"objective" and "value-free." Such a framework, for example, might 
help us to convert estuaries to the purposes of aquaculture just as a 
behaviorist technology (with surgery, perhaps) can change an auto
nomous person into a "cooperative" citizen. 

At the present time, however, we respect natural estuaries more 
than well-ordered aqaucultural reserves and autonomy more than 
obedience. Accordingly, we may not be satisfied with a terminology 
which helps us to manipulate and control events, even if we could get 
one, in the social, or for that matter, in the ecological sciences. We may 
seek to maintain the good of the person (or ofthe environment) rather 
than to manipulate the person (or the environment) to serve some 
other, e.g., economic, conception of the good. Given our respect for 
natural ecosystems, a vocabulary that offers us an evaluative under
standing of nature may be more useful than a vocabulary that gives us a 
manipulative understanding, just as a humanistic psychology is more 
useful than a behavioristic psychology, except in extreme instances, 
given our conception of human beings as self-willed persons. 

What we have most usc for is a psychological terminology that makes 
moral reflection possible, a terminology, for example, that will help us 
to identify illness and disease and provide the conditions under which 
healing mkes place. Likewise, we may look for a terminology in the 
environmental sciences that will help us to appreciate estuaries, for 
example, and to understand how to protect or to restore them. In 
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short, we may seek a vocabulary or conceptual framework in these 
sciences that helps us to evaluate not simply to cot~lml, to ajJjJreciate not 
simply to manipulate, to protect not just to manage. 

Ecology strives to offer society two kinds of knowledge and, 
therefore, two kinds of power. The first provides a scientific frame
work in which we may manage ecosystems to maximize the goods and 
services we may derive from them. The second provides a scientific 
framework in which society can appreciate the qualities of those sys
tems and evaluate policies concerning them. The first kind of 
knowledge advances environmental management by enhancing our 
power over nature. The second promotes environmental protection by 
enhancing our respect for nature and therefore our power over 
ourselves. 
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